Kindergarten Curriculum: Discovering Our World

We believe children have the immense capacity and desire to investigate, explore and discover the environment of their immediate world, enabling them to transform their natural curiosity into the learning process. We build on this natural curiosity by creating a learning environment that uses the following three big ideas, which spiral through the curriculum.

1) Communities
   - Launching Kindergarten Workshop: The First Six Weeks
   - Exploring Change in My World
   - Being Healthy in Our World

2) Living Things
   - Being Healthy in Our World
   - Adapting to Our World
   - Helping in Our World

3) Change is All Around Us
   - Creating and Constructing in Our World
   - Cycles in Our World

We achieve academic and social growth through active, child-directed learning in various centers (Dramatic Play, Math, Writing, Art, Reading, Science) which change and evolve throughout the year to coincide with the unit of study.